
NO LIVE SPORTS
NOW WHAT FOR FANS?
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

RIGHT CALL FOR ALL DELAY OF GAME MOST PREFERRED WAY FORWARD

THE STRUGGLE IS REAL

MORE AVID SPORTS WATCHERS PREPARING FOR THE LONG HAUL 

More than 2 in 5 people say their 
entertainment consumption has gone 

up as a direct result of COVID-19.

Most live events have been cancelled or 
delayed, most notably sports such as the 

NBA, NHL, MLB and the Summer Olympics. 

BUT

of people claim to watch 
at least some sports

Fans are left wondering 
what are we going to 
watch? To talk about?

With sports a key part of American culture 
and some fans’ identities, opportunities 

exist for brands to help creatively connect 
these fans to the sports content and 

entertainment they crave. 

of people say it was the right 
call to suspend live events, 

including sports – but fans are 
feeling pains of withdrawal

of people who planned on watching 
sports are “already going crazy”

37% miss it a lot

of people “don’t know what I’m 
going to do without sports”

43% for avid watchers

Leagues asked about: NHL, NBA, MLS, NASCAR, Premiere League

70%

50%

52%

80%
of sports fans think the seasons that have 
been interrupted should “postpone” until 
the risk of COVID-19 is lessened

of people think seasons should 
be cancelled

want a “do-over” 

roughly

30%

31%20%

less than

7-10%
between

45%
They’re less optimistic about when things will go ‘back to normal’ 

% who believe live 
events will resume 
by the end of May

Majority believe it will be June or later

all people
61%

occasional sports watchersavid watchers
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SPORTS FANS STILL CRAVING THEIR FIX

THE Rx FOR SPORTS WITHDRAWAL

Despite suspension of live sports, sports remain an essential part of sports fans lives

Opportunities exist for brands to connect fans with sports info they crave while o�ering new 
ways to engage. In this moment, sports fans are seeking a dose of their ‘usual’…

1/3 of those watching sports are seeking other sports content 
(higher among avid and younger demos)

of more avid sports fans planned to 
engage with at least one form of 
sports content over the weekend

40% of all sports-engaged

of more avid fans say they plan to 
follow sports as much as they can 

during the next few months 

40% of sports fans

57%

18-34

60%

Most popular go-to sources of content:

Looking to expand beyond their sports ‘norm’

Popular themes include

News and
highlights

Connecting with
personal heroes (follow-
ing athletes on social)

Finding personal glory 
(playing sports video 

games)

year-olds
are more likely to 

connect 

Athlete Connection

Q&A: real-time connection/
conversation; live streams

Humanizing & Humorous ‘Day in the 
Life’ (funny stories, playing video 

game versions of their sport)

Niche and ‘New’ Sports

Learning/following other sports 
not in their regular repertoire

Expanding their definition of 
‘sports’ (marble racing, cornhole)

Alternative Perspectives

VR experiences

Ref and umpire stories


